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Thank you for ordering this WOOD® magazine download. We hope you 
enjoy being part of our online experience and that you have fun expand-
ing your woodworking skills. 

Please remember that this copyrighted material is for your use only. It is 
unlawful to share this file with someone else or to reprint it in any form.

Dave Campbell
Editorial Content Chief, WOOD magazine 

Adobe Acrobat Reader 
Troubleshooting Guide
If you can read this page, your Acrobat Reader program is working correctly! 
But you may still have problems or specific issues, such as printing and 
saving your downloadable file. 

My printer won’t print the text correctly
Almost all printing problems are due to not enough free system resources 
memory. The files are very memory intensive because they include graphics, 
text, and photos. Close all other programs/applications and print directly out 
of the Acrobat Reader program, not your Web browser. 

Patterns are not printing full-size
Make sure your printer is set to print at 100 percent, “print to fit” is not 
checked and “page scaling” is set to “none”. These settings are selected in 
the printer setup or printer options. 

I can’t find my file now that it’s downloaded
Rather than viewing the plan in your browser, you must save it to your hard 
drive. Download the file again, except this time try right-clicking on the red 
download button. A menu window will open. Select “Save target as” or 
“Save link as” to save the file to your hard drive. Once saved, you can open it 
up with Adobe Acrobat Reader. 

For more details on using Adobe Acrobat Reader please 
visit our online help section at:  
woodmagazine.com/adobe

WOOD Store 
Customer Favorites

Visit the WOOD Store at:

WOODStore.net 

Shop Tools & Accessories

Indoor Furniture

Outdoor Furniture

WOODStore.net
Browse more than 1,300 woodworking project plans, DVDs,  
back-issue collections, videos, tool reviews, books, & more.

http://store.yahoo.com/cgi-bin/clink?woodstore+mub8Rv+shop-projects.html+
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http://store.yahoo.com/cgi-bin/clink?woodstore+mub8Rv+misfur.html+
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http://store.yahoo.com/cgi-bin/clink?woodstore+mub8Rv+clicherforde.html+
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Shop Cart/Workbench
Small in size, BIG on storage

Whether you need mobile storage or a 
steady worksurface, this portable helper 
with its fold-out extension perfectly suits 
a space-squeezed workshop.

If you’ve put off making drawer-based shop storage because you 
doubt your drawer-making skills, then relax. The combination 
slides/drawer sides used for this cart eliminate that obstacle.
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■ Overall dimensions: 26½" wide × 21" deep × 35½" high (on casters).
■ Raising the fold-away top creates a 58½" wide × 21" deep worksurface.
■ Build it from two sheets of 3⁄4" Baltic birch plywood 
 and a quarter-sheet of 3⁄16" perforated hardboard.
■ Two-way locking swivel casters hold the cart in 
 position when used as a tool or assembly stand.

Skill Builders
■ Learn how a guide called a story stick 
 helps you repeat layout marks.
■ Make sturdy utility drawers using 
 drawer sides with built-in slides.

at a glance

See a Slide Show of this  
project coming together at: 
woodmagazine.com/slides

Begin by building the case

1 Cut the sides (A) and the top and 
bottom (B) to size [Materials List, 

page 11].

2Cut a 3⁄16" groove 3⁄8" deep on 
the inside face of each side 

[Drawing 1].

3 Tape a 3⁄4×2×30" story stick to 
the front edge of a side (A), 

keeping one end of the stick flush 
with the bottom end of the side 
[Photo A]. Use a square to draw 
centerlines where shown [Drawing 
1] on the side and the story stick. 
Remove the story stick, retape 
it on the other case side, and 
transfer the story stick lines to the 
other side part.

4 Sort the case-mounted parts 
of the drawer side slides into 

left and right sides. (Wheels on 
the case-mounted slide should be 
closest to the bottom.) Center a 
case-mounted slide on one of the 
case side (A) layout lines [Photo 
B], and punch screw-starting 
holes with an awl. Repeat for the 
remaining slides on both case 
sides.

5 Wrap tape around a 3⁄32" bit, 
with the tape edge 5⁄8" from the 

bit tip for a visual depth stop. At 
each awl mark on the sides (A), 
drill a 3⁄32" pilot hole 5⁄8" deep, and 
mount the slides. Screw the slides 
to the sides.

6 On the underside of the top (B), 
drill countersunk mounting 

holes [Drawing 2] to later attach the 
fixed top (E). (For all #8 screws, 
drill countersunk 5⁄32" shank holes 
and 7⁄64" pilot holes.) 

7 Drill countersunk shank holes 
into the top and bottom (B) 

and pilot holes in the sides (A) 
[Drawing 1]. Dry-assemble the 
sides to the top and bottom, and 
measure between the bottoms of 
the grooves on the sides.

8 Cut the back (C) to length 
and the measured width. Then 

disassemble the case.

9 Glue and screw the sides (A) 
to the bottom (B). Insert, but 

don’t glue, the back (C) and glue 
and screw the top to the sides 
[Photo C].

A
MaRK SlIDe centeRlIneS

Mark drawer-slide centerlines on both case 
sides (A). The story stick lets you duplicate 
those lines on the other case side.

Story stick

B
centeR SlIDe HOleS On lIneS

Center the slide mounting holes on the line, 
with the front end of the slide flush with the 
edge of the side (A).

A

ADrawer-slide 
centerlines

Mark bottom end.

Centerline

Slide end flush with 
the front edge

(right)

Bottom  
of slide
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Make and mount the tops

1 Cut the folding top (D), fixed 
top (E), stiles (F), rails (G,H), 

and leg rail (I) to size.

2 Glue, clamp, and screw the 
rails and stiles flush to the 

edges of the fixed and folding 
tops [Drawing 2, Photo D].

3  Sand the stile and rail edges 
of both tops (D, E). Rout a 

1⁄8" round-over along the top 
and bottom edges of both tops 
[Drawing 2].

4 Clamp the tops upside down 
and end to end on a flat surface 

[Photo E] with the leg rail (I) away 
from the butted edges. Center 
a 12" continuous hinge on the 
joint, and drill pilot holes to suit 
the screws supplied. Then fasten 
it in place.

5 Center the case (A/B) between 
the stiles and rails on the upside-

down fixed top (E). Fasten it in 
place [Photo F] using four mounting 
holes in the top (B).

6 Place a locking swivel caster 
flush with the front and side 

edges of the bottom (B), then 
mark and drill pilot holes 5⁄8" 
deep [Drawing 2]. Mount the caster 
[Photo G]. Repeat for the other 
front swivel caster. Now mark, 
drill, and mount the rear fixed 
casters.

C
aSSeMBle tHe caSe On ItS BacK

Joining the sides (A), top, and bottom (B) on 
a flat surface helps prevent racking. Measure 
between diagonal corners to ensure square.

B
A

C

A

(top)

D
aSSeMBle tHe FOlDIng tOP

Glue and screw a stile (F) and rail (G) to the 
folding top (D). Then attach the leg rail (I), 
followed by the other stile and rail.

G

F

D

GI

F

E
MOUnt tHe cOntInUOUS 

Clamp the tops together while attaching the 
hinge to ensure a gap-free surface when the 
folding top is raised.

F
FaSten tHe tOP tO tHe caSe

Allow a 1⁄4" gap between the stiles and rails 
of the fixed top and the case top before driv-
ing the mounting screws.

¼" gap

G H

ED

G F F H

B
Center hinge 
barrel here.
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FILENAME: 185RolCrt1_#100646276.eps
Date: 4-08
Lorna J.

Filename: 185 Rolling Tool CAB 2
R LeMoine
3-20-08

1 CABINET CASE

17fi" 23"

‰" groove ›" deep

4fl"

5fl"

5fl"

5fl"

5fl"

‡"

Drawer
slide

22‹"

28›"

*16‡"

28›"

#8 x 2" F.H. wood screw

B

C

A

3"
A

B

‰" groove ›" deep

*Dry-assemble to verify width.

#6 x fl" F.H.
wood screw

#8 x 2" F.H.
wood screw
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2 EXPLODED VIEW
Filename: 185 Rolling Tool CAB 4
R LeMoine
3-20-08
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‡" counterbore
›" deep with a
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centered inside

‹" flat washer

Hook

2" eye screw

Hook

#8 x 1‹" F.H.
wood screw

2" eye screw
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wood screw
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4" locking swivel caster

4" fixed caster
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round-over
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G
PUt tHe caSe On WHeelS

Mount the locking swivel casters beneath 
the drawer opening end of the case to make 
the locking lever easy to reach.

Locking swivel 
casters

B

Fixed casters

H
DRIll leg HOleS

The fence remains in the same position for 
drilling counterbores and holes in the leg bot-
tom (K) and slots in the leg top (J).

K

Fence must clear 
leg here.

Fence

I
cOnnect HOleS tO FORM SlOtS

Drill 17⁄64" holes 3 ⁄8" apart, then drill away the 
waste between the holes to form slots in the 
leg top (J).

J
attacH tHe cOntInUOUS HInge

First attach one leaf to the leg rail (I). Attach 
the other leaf to the leg top (J) second to al-
low clearance for a drill/driver chuck.

Center the hinge 
on the leg top.

J

J

I

Fence

Slot start/stop

Add a folding leg

1 Using a bandsaw or jigsaw, 
cut the leg top (J) and bottom 

(K) to shape [Drawing 3]. Both are 
identical except for the arch on 
the leg bottom. Trace the curve 
on the leg bottom using a fairing 
stick. (For a free fairing stick 
plan, go to woodmagazine.com/
fairing.) Lay out the leg shapes 
on both sides so you can flip the 
parts over on your bandsaw.

2 Mark the locations of the 
slots in the leg top (J) and 

counterbores/holes in the leg 
bottom (K) [Drawing 3]. Brace the 
leg bottom against a 14"-long 
fence on your drill press, and 
use a 3⁄4" Forstner bit to drill a 
3⁄8"-deep counterbore. Rotate the 
leg and drill a second counterbore 
[Photo H]. Without moving the 
drill press fence or table, replace 
the Forstner bit with a 17⁄64" brad-

point bit and drill a hole centered 
in each counterbore.

3Without moving the fence, 
drill holes at each end of a 

leg top (J) slot layout line. Then 
drill overlapping holes [Photo I] 
until you form a slot with smooth 
sides. Rotate the leg and repeat to 
create the second slot.

4 Insert 1⁄4" washers into the 
leg bottom (K) counterbores. 

Epoxy 1⁄4×11⁄2" hexhead bolts with 
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the heads inside the counterbores, keeping 
epoxy off exposed threads. Let cure and sand 
flush.

5 With the case and folding top upside down 
on your bench, clamp the leg top (J) against 

the leg rail (I). Center a 12" continuous hinge 
on the leg and mark the mounting screw 
centerpoints on the leg top and rail [Photo J]. 
Drill pilot holes to suit the screws provided, and 
mount the hinge.

6 Extend the leg-bottom (K) bolts through the 
leg-top (J) slots, and secure with washers and 

four-arm knobs.

Build drawers the fast way 

1 Measure the distance between the sides (A). 
If that dimension equals 16",  cut the drawer 

backs (L) and drawer bottoms (M) to the sizes in 
the Materials List. If not, subtract 11⁄4" from that 
dimension and substitute that for the drawer-
back length and bottom width.

2 Drill and countersink shank holes in the 
drawer bottoms (M) and pilot holes in the 

backs (L) [Drawing 4]. Glue and screw the backs 
to the bottoms.

3 Cut the drawer fronts (N) to size.  Drill holes 
for the handle screws. 

4 Use the story board Shop Tip on 
page 10 to lay out the drawer-front bracket 

mounting locations. Align a bracket on the 
drawer front (N) with the slots over the mounting 
location lines. Mark the centers of the mounting 
slots [Photo K]. Drill pilot holes, and mount the 
brackets. Repeat for the remaining four drawers.

5 Refer to the metal side slide instructions to 
assemble the drawers.

K
aDD DRaWeR-FROnt BRacKetS

Center bracket mounting screws in the slots 
to horizontally adjust the drawer front.

L
aDJUSt tHe DRaWeR SPacIng

The drawer-front bracket can be loosened to 
fine-tune the drawer-front position.

M
InSeRt tHe HOOK-anD-eYe latcHeS

Drill and insert the hook eye. Then position 
the second eye to hold the leg in place. 

K

G

F

N

N

Mark center 
of slot.

Vertical 
adjustment 
screw

Nickel 
spacer

Horizontal 
adjustment 
screws
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Filename: 185 Rolling Tool CAB 1
R LeMoine
3-20-08

3 PARTS VIEW

*Thickness
of plywood

*‡"

2"

17⁄64" slots

1›"

8‡"

Location of 12" continuous
hinge, centered

J

2" 2"
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centered inside
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1"
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Filename: 185 Rolling Tool CAB 3
R LeMoine
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4 DRAWER

N

L

M

* 1‹" less than the width of opening
** See instructions.

#8 x 1fi" F.H.
wood screw

17fi"

5fi"

*14‡"

4"17fl"

*14‡"

Metal side
slide

4" handle, centered

Drawer-front
bracket

**1¤"

#8 x fi"
panhead
screws

2fi"

‡"

1Œ"

‡"
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A story board ensures a 
happy layout ending 
Save time, increase accuracy, and 
avoid repetitive measurements by 
creating a story board to lay out 
drawer-front bracket mounting 
locations. From 1⁄4" medium-density 
fiberboard (MDF) or plywood, cut a 
story board to the drawer-back (L) 
length and drawer-front (N) width. 
Label one edge as the bottom, 
and mark the drawer-front bracket 
mounting screw locations [Drawing 4]. 
Center the story board on the inside of 
the drawer front. Mark top-to-bottom 
lines on the drawer front along both 
ends of the story board, and then 
transfer story-board screw locations to 
the drawer front, as shown at right.

N

Story board

Drawer front bracket 
mounting locations

shop tip

Finish up and get rolling

1 Remove all hardware and 
disassemble the drawers. Then 

remove the fixed top from the 
case. Sand all parts to 180 grit, 
remove the dust, and apply three 
coats of finish. (We used Minwax 
Polycrylic satin finish, sanding to 
220 grit between coats.)

2 After the finish dries, remount 
the top to the case, and 

reattach all hardware. Reassemble 
and insert the drawers, and adjust 
the spacing between the drawers 
using the drawer-front brackets 
[Photo L]. Use nickel spacers 
to provide a 1⁄16" gap between 
drawers. (There’s a 1⁄2" gap between 

The purchase of these plans does not 
transfer any copyright or other ownership 
interest in the plans, the design, or the 
finished project to the buyer. Buyer may 
neither reproduce the plans for sale nor offer 
for sale any copies of the finished project.

Written by Bob Wilson with Chuck Hedlund
Project design: Conrad Kuharic and Kevin Boyle
Illustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson
Graphic design: Lorna Johnson

the top drawer and the case.) 
Then number the outside drawer 
backs 1–5 from top to bottom 
to preserve these spacings after 
removing the drawers.

3 Attach 2" hook-and-eye latches 
to the folding top, leg top 

(J), and leg bottom (K) [Drawing 
2]. One latch holds the leg in its 
folded position [Photo M] while 
the folding top is stowed. The 
latch on the folding-top stile (F) 
and leg bottom keep the leg from 
accidentally swinging sideways 
when lowered. Now you’re ready 
to fill the drawers with your tools 
or supplies, and go to work. ¿
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Cutting Diagram
Filename: 185 Rolling Tool CAB 5
R LeMoine
3-20-08
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‡ x 48 x 96" Birch plywood

‡ x 48 x 96" Birch plywood

‰ x 24 x 48"
Perforated
hardboard
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Materials List
FINISHED SIZE

Case T W L Matl. Qty.
A sides 3⁄4" 22 1⁄4" 28 3⁄8" BP 2

B top/bottom 3⁄4" 23" 17 1⁄2" BP 2

C back 3⁄16" 16 3⁄4"* 28 3⁄8" PH 1

Tops

D folding top 3⁄4" 21" 32" BP 1

E fixed top 3⁄4" 21" 261⁄2" BP 1

F stiles 3⁄4" 1 1⁄2" 21" BP 4

G folding top rails 3⁄4" 1 1⁄2" 29" BP 2

H fixed top rails 3⁄4" 1 1⁄2" 23 1⁄2" BP 2

I leg rail 3⁄4" 3" 18" BP 1

J leg top 3⁄4" 16" 23" BP 1

K leg bottom 3⁄4" 16" 23" BP 1

Drawers

L drawer backs  3⁄4" 4" 14 3⁄4" BP 5

M drawer bottoms  3⁄4" 143⁄4" 17 5⁄8" BP 5

N drawer fronts  3⁄4" 51⁄2" 17 1⁄2" BP 5

*May vary due to plywood thickness. See the instructions.

Materials key: BP–Baltic birch plywood, 
PH–perforated hardboard.
Supplies: 1⁄4" -20×11⁄2" hexhead bolts (2); #8×1⁄2" and 
#14×3⁄4" panhead screws; 1⁄4" flat washers; #6×5⁄8", #8×11⁄4", 
#8×11⁄2", and #8×2" flathead wood screws; 12" continuous 
hinges (2); 2" hook-and-eye latches (2); five-minute epoxy.
Bits: 3⁄16" straight bit, 1⁄8" round-over bit, 3⁄4" Forstner bit, 
17⁄64" brad-point bit.

Source
Hardware: Metal side slides no. 12K38.45, pair (5); 4" 
metal handles in oil-rubbed bronze finish, no. 02W26.26, 
(5);  1⁄4"-20 four-arm knobs no. 00M55.40, (2); 4" caster set 
no. 00K20.10 includes two locking-swivel and  two fixed 
casters; from Lee Valley, 800-871-8158 or leevalley.com.

Materials List
FINISHED SIZE

Case T W L Matl. Qty.
A sides 3⁄4" 22 1⁄4" 28 3⁄8" BP 2

B top/bottom 3⁄4" 23" 17 1⁄2" BP 2

C back 3⁄16" 16 3⁄4"* 28 3⁄8" PH 1

Tops

D folding top 3⁄4" 21" 32" BP 1

E fixed top 3⁄4" 21" 261⁄2" BP 1

F stiles 3⁄4" 1 1⁄2" 21" BP 4

G folding top rails 3⁄4" 1 1⁄2" 29" BP 2

H fixed top rails 3⁄4" 1 1⁄2" 23 1⁄2" BP 2

I leg rail 3⁄4" 3" 18" BP 1

J leg top 3⁄4" 16" 23" BP 1

K leg bottom 3⁄4" 16" 23" BP 1

Drawers

L drawer backs  3⁄4" 4" 14 3⁄4" BP 5

M drawer bottoms  3⁄4" 143⁄4" 17 5⁄8" BP 5

N drawer fronts  3⁄4" 51⁄2" 17 1⁄2" BP 5

*May vary due to plywood thickness. See the instructions.

Materials key: BP–Baltic birch plywood, 
PH–perforated hardboard.
Supplies: 1⁄4" -20×11⁄2" hexhead bolts (2); #8×1⁄2" and 
#14×3⁄4" panhead screws; 1⁄4" flat washers; #6×5⁄8", #8×11⁄4", 
#8×11⁄2", and #8×2" flathead wood screws; 12" continuous 
hinges (2); 2" hook-and-eye latches (2); five-minute epoxy.
Bits: 3⁄16" straight bit, 1⁄8" round-over bit, 3⁄4" Forstner bit, 
17⁄64" brad-point bit.

Source
Hardware: Metal side slides no. 12K38.45, pair (5); 4" 
metal handles in oil-rubbed bronze finish, no. 02W26.26, 
(5);  1⁄4"-20 four-arm knobs no. 00M55.40, (2); 4" caster set 
no. 00K20.10 includes two locking-swivel and  two fixed 
casters; from Lee Valley, 800-871-8158 or leevalley.com.
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On this info-filled disc you’ll find more than...

Includes an easy-to-use article index!

For more product information or updated versions of this DVD-ROM,  
go to woodmagazine.com/DVDLibrary
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ISSUE 209 DEC/JAN 2011/2012   Better Homes and Gardens®

Tur  n Stock C  abinets                          into Fur  ni ture!
p.32

Make this  
tall chest,  
and other  
fine furniture, 
the EASY way.Great  Projects!

Jewelry Box p.38 

Carousel Music Box p.45Backgammon Board p.50Rockin’ Truck p.63      

We Test & Rank the Newest  18-Volt Lithium-Ion Drills p.58

$6.99 U.S.

Display until January 17, 2012

®

53Shop Tips Inside!

September 1984 – Dec/Jan 2011/2012   
In a Searchable Digital Format

27  
Years of  
Issues!

WOOD® Complete Back Issues

NOTICE: Reproduction or distribution of the content of this product is strictly 
prohibited.  Purchase of this product does not transfer any title or rights of own-
ership in the content to the purchaser.  The content of this product is protected 
by copyright and may not be used for any other purpose without the written 
permission of the copyright owner. © Copyright Meredith Corporation 2012.  
All rights reserved. Produced in the USA.

Browse more than 1,300 woodworking project plans, DVDs, back-issue collections, videos, tool reviews, books, & more.

Everybody’s a tool critic. Now it’s your turn!
Readers rely on WOOD magazine for unbiased reviews of 
woodworking tools 
and accessories. 
You’ll find them here, 
all in one place. While 
you’re there, add 
reviews  about the 
tools in your shop.  
Just click to compare 
specs, prices,  
and more.

toolreviews.woodmagazine.com

Plans “Complete Guide” DVD-ROM’s Videos Back-Issue Collections

The biggest names in woodworking 
help you build your skills with 
affordable videos (up to 2 hours long). 
Save money by doing the download.  

Watch free videos of other 
woodworkers showing their stuff, 
from shop tips, to favorite jigs, to... 
well, just about anything! 

Don’t spend a penny on a tool until 
you learn how it works. Tool School is 
like having a free woodworking show 
on your desktop!

WOOD magazine editors provide 
videos that enhance the content in 
the magazine. New videos added 
regularly.

A wealth of information just a click away.
WOODmagazine.com speaks to woodworkers of all skill levels with 
free woodworking 
plans, helpful 
forums, hundreds 
of articles, and 
more services to 
help you become a 
better woodworker.

Visit the WOOD®

 family  
of helpful Web sites!

WOODmagazine.com

WOODmagazine.com/videos

Watch a demo before you buy

FREE magazine support 24/7DVDs or downloads

By woodworkers, for woodworkers

WOODStore.net

http://store.yahoo.com/cgi-bin/clink?woodstore+mub8Rv+cowomacoondv.html+
http://store.yahoo.com/cgi-bin/clink?woodstore+mub8Rv+wooddvd.html+
http://store.yahoo.com/cgi-bin/clink?woodstore+mub8Rv+coguse.html+
http://store.yahoo.com/cgi-bin/clink?woodstore+mub8Rv+furniture-plans.html+
http://store.yahoo.com/cgi-bin/clink?woodstore+mub8Rv+dovi145.html+
http://www.woodmagazine.com/videos/video-index
http://woodtube.ning.com/
http://www.woodmagazine.com/videos/video-search?searchid=1056080&channel=Tool+School
http://www.woodmagazine.com/
http://toolreviews.woodmagazine.com/



